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Abstract

Cognitive differences can catalyze social learning through the process of one-to-one social influence.

Yet the learning benefits of exposure to the ideas of cognitively dissimilar others often fail to

materialize. Why do cognitive differences produce learning from interpersonal influence in some

contexts but not in others? To answer this question, we distinguish between cognition that is

expressed—one’s public stance on an issue and the way in which supporting arguments are framed—

and cognition that is latent—the semantic associations that underpin these expressions. We theorize

that, when latent cognition is obscured, one is more likely to be influenced to change one’s mind

on an issue when exposed to the opposing ideas of cognitively dissimilar, rather than similar,

others. When latent cognition is instead observable, a subtle similarity-attraction response tends to

counteract the potency of cognitive differences—even when social identity cues and other categorical

distinctions are inaccessible. To evaluate these ideas, we introduce a novel experimental paradigm in

which participants: (a) respond to a polarizing scenario; (b) view an opposing argument by another

whose latent cognition is either similar to or different from their own and is either observable or

obscured; and (c) have an opportunity to respond again to the scenario. A pre-registered study

(N =1,000) finds support for our theory. A supplemental study (N =200) suggests that the social

influence of latent cognitive differences operates through the mechanism of argument novelty. We

discuss implications of these findings for research on social influence, collective intelligence, and

cognitive diversity in groups.
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Cognitive differences are often assumed to be a catalyst for social learning. Such learning occurs in

part through social influence: When exposed to the opposing ideas of cognitively dissimilar others,

people are more likely to find those ideas novel and thus to update their prior beliefs and change

their minds about a focal issue (Marsden and Friedkin 1993; Page 2019; Becker, Brackbill, and

Centola 2017). Yet the learning benefits of exposure to the ideas of cognitively dissimilar others

often fail to materialize (Baldassarri and Bearman 2007; Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 2018;

Bail, Argyle, Brown, Bumpus, Chen, Hunzaker, Lee, Mann, Merhout, and Volfovsky 2018). Why

do cognitive differences result in learning from interpersonal influence in some contexts but not in

others?

We propose that the answer partly lies in the distinction between expressed and latent cogni-

tion and in the observability of the latter to a potential influence target. By expressed cognition, we

refer to one’s public stance on a given issue and the arguments one makes to support this view. Our

conceptualization of latent cognition draws on a growing body of work in cultural sociology that

focuses on schemas, the semantic associations through which people understand and develop their

point of view on a focal issue (Wood, Stoltz, Van Ness, and Taylor 2018; Hunzaker and Valentino

2019; Cerulo, Leschziner, and Shepherd 2021; Boutyline and Soter 2020).1 Two organizational

leaders who disagree on the strategic choice of growing the business organically or instead through

a joint venture with an external partner can still vary in the extent to which they are cognitively

similar or different at a deeper level—that is, the degree to which their schemas of such concepts

as partnership or control, which in turn inform their stances and supporting arguments about the

appropriate growth strategy, diverge from one another (Goldberg 2011). Because these schemas

are not directly accessible to others, we refer to them as latent.

How does one’s latent cognitive similarity or dissimilarity to opposing others relate to social

influence—that is, the likelihood of changing one’s mind about an issue after being exposed to the

arguments of another individual who has a different stance? On one hand, one might find the ideas

1Our conceptual arguments and measurement strategy, described in greater detail below, focus on the semantic
associations people have about a specific concept rather than the full set of associations that exist in their minds.
Associations about a specific concept are sometimes referred to as construals rather than schemas. Given that
sociologists frequently use “schema” as an omnibus term, we adopt this terminology to remain consistent with the
prevailing nomenclature.
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of opposing others whose latent cognition is similar to one’s own to be more persuasive because

such arguments may be more compatible with one’s own way of thinking. On the other, the ideas

of opposing others whose latent cognition is dissimilar to one’s own might prove more convincing

because they are more likely to be novel and challenge one’s taken-for-granted assumptions. We

propose that, when similarities and differences between one’s own and another individual’s latent

cognition are obscured, the novelty advantage of ideas produced by a cognitively dissimilar other

will outweigh the familiarity edge of ideas emanating from someone who is cognitively similar. In

other words, people are more likely to be influenced by the arguments of opposing others whose

latent cognition is dissimilar, rather than similar, to their own.

Next we consider the possibility that people may be less open to another person’s opposing

viewpoint if they are aware of how this person sees the world differently than they do. Although the

semantic associations that exist in others’ minds are not directly accessible, they can be inferred to

varying degrees through indirect means—for example, based on their past actions or the symbols

they choose to display. We theorize that when latent cognitive similarities and differences are

observable, a subtle similarity-attraction response will be activated when one engages with others’

views (Byrne 1997). As a consequence, one will prefer to engage with the less novel or challenging

ideas of a person whose latent cognition is similar to one’s own rather than the potentially more

provocative ideas of an individual whose latent cognition is dissimilar. Whereas considerable prior

work, spanning sociology and social psychology, has highlighted that people tend to be drawn to

the ideas of others with whom they share a categorical identity and often eschew the ideas of

outgroup members (Abrams and Hogg 1990; Macy, Kitts, Flache, and Benard 2003; Cialdini and

Goldstein 2004; DellaPosta, Shi, and Macy 2015; Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 2018), we depart

from the existing literature in proposing that mere knowledge of the relationship between one’s

own and another’s latent cognition can extinguish the potency of cognitive differences in exerting

social influence—even in the absence of social identity cues about the individual (e.g., whether the

person is of the same gender or race) or knowledge of other categorical distinctions that might exist

(e.g., whether the person has the same personality type).

To evaluate these ideas, we introduce a novel experimental paradigm that departs from
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prevailing approaches that compare the outcomes of one group of individuals who are exposed to

a potential influence source and another group that is not exposed. Our technique instead exposes

all participants to the ideas of an opposing other but varies: (a) whether the idea originates

from someone whose latent cognition is similar to or different from their own; and (b) whether

latent cognitive similarities or differences are obscured or observable. We report the results of a

pre-registered study (N=1,000) that finds support for our theory. We also report the results of a

supplemental study (N=200), which suggests that the social influence of latent cognitive differences

operates through the mechanism of argument novelty. We discuss implications of this work for

research on social influence, collective intelligence, and cognitive diversity in groups.

INTERACTION, COGNITIVE DIFFERENCES, AND INFLUENCE

Social influence can occur at the dyadic level (Hogg and Turner 1987; Friedkin and Johnsen 2011;

Rivera, Soderstrom, and Uzzi 2010), as well as in the context of social groups and broader networks

(Postmes, Haslam, and Swaab 2005; Baldassarri and Bearman 2007). Yet even learning in group

contexts often arises in part through the process of one-to-one social influence. Consider, for

example, a board of directors that is debating a shift in a firm’s growth strategy. A director who

was initially opposed to growth through a joint venture with an external partner may come around

to support this strategy through a series of one-on-one consultations with the CEO and other

management team members prior to the formal board vote on approving the joint venture. Our

conceptual arguments pertain to this foundational process of one-to-one influence.

Whether in the context of dyads or larger social groups, the conditions under which ex-

posure to differing viewpoints leads to social influence have been longstanding concerns for both

sociologists and social psychologists (French 1956; DeGroot 1974; Marsden 1981). Sociological

work in this vein has focused on network-analytic models in which individuals’ views can change

endogenously through interaction and exogenously based on the conditions through which their

initial views formed (Marsden and Friedkin 1993; Baldassarri and Bearman 2007; Centola 2021).

Meanwhile, social psychological research has instead emphasized individual motivations—for ex-
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ample, for accurate information, self-consistency, and identity affirmation—as well as properties of

the messages conveyed during interaction (Wood 2000; Cialdini and Goldstein 2004; Cialdini and

Sagarin 2005).

A unifying theme across these literatures centers on how cognitive differences can, in some

cases, produce social learning through interpersonal influence and, in other instances, fail to do so

or even lead people to become more entrenched in their views. Exemplifying the former perspec-

tive, Balietti et al. (2021) report that dyads in which one member was exposed to the views of

another who had the opposite stance on the question of whether government policy should further

redistribute wealth subsequently became less polarized in their views. Moreover, when partici-

pants were also informed about incidental, nonpolitical similarities they had with the argument

source, they reported feeling closer and more open to the source. In a similar fashion, Feinberg and

Willer (2015) report that individuals exposed to opposing arguments on such controversial topics

as universal health care and same-sex marriage were more apt to be influenced to change their

minds—but only when the arguments were framed in language consistent with their moral values.

Although not always directly related to influence outcomes, supportive evidence for the

learning benefits of cognitive diversity also comes from research on its role in team performance:

When team members approach problems from different perspectives, they can jointly develop novel

insights that no individual could have conceived of independently (Pelled, Eisenhardt, and Xin 1999;

Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, and Herron 1996; Aggarwal and Woolley 2019; Lix, Goldberg, Sri-

vastava, and Valentine 2022). For instance, de Vaan, Stark, and Vedres (2015) find that creative

teams are most likely to learn from one another in ways that result in breakthrough innovations

when they exhibit the network property of “structural folding”—members of one cohesive group

have shared memberships with another cohesive group—and when the cognitive distance between

the groups is high. Hong and Page (2004) meanwhile report results of simulation studies demon-

strating that groups composed of randomly assembled problem solvers outperform groups that

consist of high-ability problem solvers. This difference arises because randomly assembled groups

are cognitively divergent, whereas groups whose members are selected on the basis of demonstrated

ability also tend to be cognitively convergent.
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In contrast to these findings, another set of studies demonstrates how various identity-based

mechanisms can undermine the efficacy of cognitive differences in producing social influence. When

social identities are salient, people are more likely to change their views on a topic when they are

exposed to ideas from others who have similar social identities and more likely to entrench in their

views when exposed to ideas from different-identity group members (Mark 2003; DellaPosta, Shi,

and Macy 2015). For example, Bail and colleagues (2018) report that exposure to messages from

those with opposing political ideologies led Republicans to become significantly more, not less,

conservative in their subsequently reported attitudes and Democrats to become slightly more, not

less, liberal in their later-reported views—although this latter shift was not statistically significant.

In the context of face-to-face deliberations about the rights of sexual minorities in Poland,

Wojcieszak (2011) shows that those who initially held extreme views on the topic and perceived

disagreement with their interlocutor exhibited greater opinion polarization following the discussion.

In an online experiment, Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola (2018) find that exposure to opposing be-

liefs in bipartisan social networks improved the accuracy of judgments about climate change among

both conservatives and liberals to the point of eliminating belief polarization. When people were

primed to think about partisanship by being exposed to the logos of the two main political parties

in the U.S., however, the social learning benefits of cognitive difference evaporated. Consistent

with this finding, Liu and Srivastava (2015) find that increased interaction between United States

senators with opposing political identities, which corresponds to cognitive difference, led to greater

divergence, rather than convergence, in their voting behavior. Indeed, this tendency for “negative”

social influence, fueled in part by identity-based mechanisms, has been documented in a wide range

of simulation studies (Macy, Kitts, Flache, and Benard 2003; Flache and Macy 2011).

Together, these accounts paint a picture in which cognitive differences between people fuel

social influence, while awareness of these differences dampens people’s willingness to learn from one

another. Previous work attributes this suppressive effect to social identity. We argue, in contrast,

that people may fail to be influenced by opposing ideas if they are aware of their cognitive alignment

with the argument source—even in the absence of any identity-related signals.
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EXPRESSED VERSUS LATENT COGNITION

When two people come into contact with one another to discuss or debate an issue, some facets

of their cognition are revealed through discourse (Lix, Goldberg, Srivastava, and Valentine 2022).

Such expressed forms of cognition include the stance one takes on a given issue, as well as the ways

in which one frames one’s supporting arguments. Other facets of cognition, such as mental models

(Carley and Palmquist 1992; Converse, Cannon-Bowers, and Salas 1993), are instead latent in that

they are typically not directly accessible to others.

Latent Cognition in the Form of Schemas

Our conceptualization of latent cognition is grounded in the growing body of work in cultural

sociology on schemas, which encompass the broad array of concepts through which people view the

world and the semantic associations they make between these concepts (d’Andrade 1995; DiMaggio

1997; Srivastava and Banaji 2011; Hunzaker 2016; Gauchat and Andrews 2018; Miles, Charron-

Chénier, and Schleifer 2019). A core insight from this work is that two individuals may take

different stances, based on a wide range of arguments, on a focal issue but still vary in the extent

to which they have a common understanding about concepts that are closely related to the focal

issue (Goldberg 2011; Goldberg and Stein 2018). In other words, misalignment on stances does

not always imply misalignment on the schemas that inform the stance and the logic supporting it.

For example, two organizational leaders who are on opposite sides of a debate about whether to

launch a new joint venture may nevertheless have similar schemas about such concepts as “control”

or “risk.” Is one more likely to be influenced by opposing arguments that emanate from another

whose schemas are similar to or different from one’s own?

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate our conceptualization of this question. In Figure 1, the thought

bubble on the left, which represents latent cognition, depicts a person’s schemas as a set of asso-

ciations relative to a focal concept.2 Returning to the illustrative example of a debate within a

2Our depiction builds on connectionist models of cognition (Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, and Goodman 2011).
In this view, activating a focal concept leads to the subsequent activation of a set of related concepts through the
process of “spreading activation” (Collins and Loftus 1975).
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board of directors about whether to pursue growth through a joint venture or organically, certain

concepts such as “cooperation,” “control,” and “risk” might be especially salient and might there-

fore shape how a given director understands the issue, thinks about the tradeoffs, and formulates a

point of view. The thought bubble on the right, which represents expressed cognition, depicts the

public stance a person ultimately takes on the choice, as well as the way in which she frames the

arguments and supporting rationale for this view to her fellow directors. Although concepts such

as “control” and “risk” may partly inform a person’s views, in this example, the focal concept of

“cooperation” is most relevant in shaping the individual’s public stance and supporting arguments.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Figure 2 depicts the two scenarios of interest. In Panel A, the focal individual, 1, is exposed

to the supporting arguments of another person, 2, who has an opposing stance on the joint venture

decision but whose latent cognition is similar given the high degree of overlap in their schemas of the

salient concept of “cooperation.” In Panel B, the focal individual, 1, is exposed to the supporting

arguments of another person, 3, who also has an opposing stance on the joint venture decision and

whose latent cognition is dissimilar given the limited overlap in their schemas of “cooperation.”

[Figure 2 about here.]

Social Influence When Latent Cognitive Differences are Obscured

Even in the absence of social identity cues, people discussing substantive topics can become aware

of the latent cognitive similarities and differences that exist between them. For example, in the

one-on-one deliberations between board members on whether to launch a new joint venture, a focal

individual may draw inferences about the other party’s schemas based on prior discussions of other

issues involving principles of corporate control and risk management or based on their functional

backgrounds. Yet such discussions can also occur in ways that keep latent cognitive differences

mostly hidden from view—for example, if board members were to write out their arguments in
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favor of their views and those arguments were then anonymously circulated among the group.3

We first consider the relationship between latent cognitive differences and social influence

when the former are obscured. In such a context, people may, on one hand, be drawn to the

opposing ideas and arguments of individuals with similar schemas because their ways of thinking

are logically compatible. In our example, those in favor of initiating a joint venture who think of

the concept of “cooperation” as being closely associated with “compromise” might, for instance,

find opposing arguments that emphasize the adverse consequences of misaligned goals and interests

of the two partnering organizations to make logical sense. Yet because “cooperation” and “com-

promise” are already strongly associated in their minds, it is also likely that they have already

thought of and dismissed such arguments. In contrast, when such individuals are confronted with

opposing arguments generated by others who construe “cooperation” as being more closely tied to

“coordination” than to “compromise,” they are more likely to be exposed to new ways of thinking

about tradeoffs associated with the choice—for example, the level of effort and cost that might be

involved to coordinate activities and decisions with joint venture leaders. This exposure might, in

turn, lead them to update their beliefs and withdraw their support for the joint venture.

Extrapolating from this stylized example, we propose that, when latent cognitive differences

are obscured, the novelty advantage of cognitive dissimilarity will outweigh the familiarity benefits

of cognitive similarity in producing social influence. Thus, we hypothesize:4

Hypothesis 1: When latent cognition is obscured, one will be more likely to be socially

influenced to change one’s mind about a given topic when exposed to opposing argu-

ments from another individual with dissimilar, rather than similar, latent cognition.

3A scope condition on our theory is that the arguments people are exposed to are mostly substantive and do not
use language that overtly signals group identity. For example, in a debate about abortion rights, if one person’s
arguments invoked the term “unborn children” and the other’s reasoning centered on the term “war on reproductive
rights,” both sides would be clearly signaling their group identity. In contrast to such a situation, we focus on
arguments that do not overtly or indirectly “leak” group identities.

4Hypotheses were pre-registered on Open Science Foundation. A blinded version of the preregistration can be
found at: https://osf.io/7mqwv/?viewonly = 907df7b6d82046ccbe077539eba52061
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Social Influence When Latent Cognitive Differences are Observable

When latent cognitive differences are observable, we theorize that a subtle similarity-attraction

mechanism (Byrne 1997) will be activated that will undermine the potency of cognitive differences in

producing social influence—even when social identity cues and other forms of categorical distinction

are absent. In particular, when people become aware that the opposing ideas they are encountering

come from someone whose latent cognition is similar to their own, they will develop a preference

for engaging with those ideas. Conversely, when they become aware that opposing ideas emanate

from an individual whose latent cognition is different from their own, they will pay less attention

to and even discount those ideas.

Support for this perspective comes from self-categorization theory in social psychology

(Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, and Wetherell 1987; Turner and Reynolds 2011), which finds that

people tend to be more persuaded by information that comes from an ingroup source than from an

outgroup source (Turner, Wetherell, and Hogg 1989; Hogg, Turner, and Davidson 1990). Whereas

self-categorization theory relies on the existence of social groups with which people might associate

their selves and whose stereotypical tendencies shape their subsequent attitudes and behavior, we

instead consider the consequences for social influence of merely knowing that an opposing other is

cognitively similar or different.

We propose that the observability of latent cognition will induce people to differentially en-

gage with the less novel or challenging ideas of cognitively similar others rather than the potentially

more provocative ideas of cognitively dissimilar others. Returning to our motivating example of

a managerial debate about launching a new joint venture, an individual who construes “coopera-

tion” as being closely associated with “compromise” might find the opposing arguments of another

person who instead perceives “cooperation” as being closely tied to “coordination” to be novel and

thus persuasive; however, given that people tend to avoid engaging with and pay less attention to

information from dissimilar information sources (Turner 1991), knowing that this colleague has a

different schema might also lead the focal individual to discount the colleague’s novel information.

We therefore expect:
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Hypothesis 2: The observability of latent cognitive similarities and differences will

negatively moderate the effects of cognitive dissimilarity in producing social influence.

METHOD

Setting Up the Experimental Paradigm

To test our hypotheses, we needed an experimental paradigm that would allow us to: (1) present

participants with a decision task that was likely to elicit polarized views so we could connect them

to the supporting arguments of others who could potentially persuade them to change their mind;

(2) have control over whether participants were connected to peers whose latent cognition was

dissimilar or similar to their own; and (3) have the ability to toggle whether or not the latent

cognitive similarity or difference between a participant and the source of a given argument was

obscured or instead observable. We accomplished these aims through four preliminary steps.

1. Identifying A Polarizing Scenario

We first identified from the organizational behavior literature a situational judgment test (hereafter

referred to as an SJT), which represents a hypothetical leadership dilemma with a finite set of

choices (Peus, Braun, and Frey 2013; McDaniel and Whetzel 2005). This scenario is similar to

our motivating example of a board debating different growth strategies in that one can formulate

a set of logical arguments to support alternative points of view. It differs in that it focuses on

the choice that an individual leader would make with respect to a given subordinate. Yet one can

readily imagine how such a decision would be susceptible to social influence from other leaders. For

example, in the context of a matrix organization, two leaders may need to confer with each other

to reach agreement on how to respond to an underperforming subordinate who has a solid-line

reporting relationship to one leader and a dotted-line relationship to the other. One advantage

of choosing a hypothetical scenario rather than a currently raging policy debate is that our study

participants had neither prior experience with the scenario nor prior exposure to the ideas of

people who disagree with them about it. On the other hand, the use of a hypothetical scenario
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raises questions about external validity, which we address in the discussion section below.

We pretested a broader set of existing SJTs, modified them such that they involved binary

choices rather than more than two choices, and ultimately selected one that was highly polarizing

(i.e., respondents were close to evenly split on which of the two decisions they would support) (see

Fig. A1 in the Appendix). Appendix A provides further details on our procedure for selecting and

configuring the SJT and provides a full description of the vignette.

2. Measuring Latent Cognitive Similarities and Differences

To measure latent cognitive similarities and differences between participants, we followed recent

sociological work in using a semantic association task (Mohr 1998; Hunzaker and Valentino 2019;

Srivastava and Banaji 2011). Such tasks involve asking participants to report the associations that

come to mind when prompted with a particular concept of interest. Hunzaker and Valentino (2019),

for example, use this approach to show that Republicans and Democrats have different conceptual

associations related to poverty. Yet a limitation of their method is that it conflates interpretations

of concepts with their valence. For instance, respondents are asked to associate multivocal concepts

such as “immigrant” with terms such as “lazy” or “dishonest” that have strong positive or negative

connotations. It is therefore unclear whether the cognitive differences identified through their

approach reflect differing interpretations of a concept or different feelings about it.

We therefore somewhat modified the approach used by Hunzaker and Valentino (2019) by

implicitly controlling for valence when eliciting participants’ conceptual associations about the focal

concept related to our hypothetical scenario. To choose concepts that are potentially associated

with “leader,” we drew from social psychological research indicating that people commonly and

instinctively perceive others through the dual lenses of warmth and competence (Fiske, Cuddy, and

Glick 2007). Warmth-competence perceptions are also central to people’s assessments of organi-

zational leaders (Chemers 2014). We chose our associated concepts from 64 positive and negative

words related to dimensions of warmth and competence (Rosenberg, Nelson, and Vivekananthan

1968; Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007). We asked participants to select four words that were asso-
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ciated in their minds with “leader” from a menu of eight words in a given subset (repeated for 6

distinct subsets). We supplemented the warmth-competence terms with neutral terms. This design

resulted in the selection of terms within a given set that all had a comparable valence. Overall,

each participant encountered six blocks of eight terms, one of which had unambiguously positive

valence, one of which had unambiguously negative valence, two of which had mixed (i.e., including

both positive and negative terms) valence, and two of which had neutral valence. Table 1 lists the

words we ultimately selected.

[Table 1 about here.]

3. Generating Opposing Arguments and Assessing Reference Group Schemas

Next we had to generate a set of opposing arguments for the SJT and assess the schemas of those

who came up with each argument. We did so by conducting a preliminary study with a sample of

self-identified organizational leaders5 (N=200) on the Prolific platform (https://www.prolific.co/).

We refer to this group as our Reference Sample. Participants in the Reference Sample completed

the SJT and the schema elicitation task. We asked them to not only tell us their stance on the

SJT but also to write out their arguments in support of their view.

4. Evaluating and Selecting Opposing Arguments

Finally, we conducted a second preliminary study on Prolific with a different sample of self-identified

organizational leaders (N=200), which we refer to as our Evaluation Sample. They were presented

with the arguments generated by Reference Sample participants and asked to assess the arguments

on such dimensions as novelty and informativeness. Based on these evaluations, we identified ten

arguments of comparable length and quality that were in support of each side of the SJT dilemma.

5Across all studies, participants were classified as organizational leaders if they answered “Yes” to all of the
following pre-screening questions provided by Prolific: (1.) “At work, do you have any supervisory responsibilities?
In other words, do you have the authority to give instructions to subordinates?” (2.) “Do you have any experience
being in a management position?” (3.) “Does your work require you to regularly interact with other employees (e.g.
co-workers, colleagues, subordinates, assistants)?” and (4.) “At work, how many people do you have the authority
to give instructions to? That is, how many subordinates do you have?” Responses to 4 that identified one or more
subordinates were coded as a “Yes” response for our purposes.
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Given that the SJT involved a binary choice, this yielded a total of twenty arguments. Examples

of these arguments are included in Appendix A.

Main Study: Sample and Procedure

Based on pre-registered power analyses, we recruited 1,000 self-identified organizational leaders who

had not participated in any of the preliminary studies for our main study. These participants had

the following profile: their mean age was 37.5 (σ = 10.91) years. 40% identified as Female. 10.5%

identified as Black or African American; 4% as Multiracial; 6% as Asian; 5% as Hispanic/Latino;

72% as White; and 3.5% in other categories.6

Participants first completed the schema elicitation task and were then presented with the

SJT and asked to make a decision about it. We randomly counterbalanced which of the two

binary choices appeared on the left side of the decision slider. Participants were then shown an

argument from someone in the Reference Sample (described above) who had made the opposite

choice on the SJT. We followed a 2x2 design, with participants being assigned to conditions of

latent cognitive similarity versus dissimilarity and observable versus obscured latent cognition. We

developed an algorithm to choose arguments that were generated by a Reference Sample participant

who was cognitively similar to or different from the focal study participant, and we programmed

our survey to present this argument in real time. Latent cognitive similarity was assessed based

on the Jaccard Index of participants’ schema elicitation task responses—that is, the proportion of

associated concepts that overlapped between our focal participant and the participant from our

Reference sample who generated a given opposing argument.7 In the latent cognitive similarity

condition, the algorithm selected an argument generated by a Reference Sample participant whose

610.4% listed their highest level of education as High School Diploma (or lower); 15.2% as some College; 40.3% as
Bachelor’s Degree; 29.1% as Master’s Degree; and 5% as MD or PhD. The participants reported the following number
of years at work: less than 1 year 10%; 1-5 years 37%; More than 5 years 53%. The main sectors of employment
in which our participants work were as follows: Legal 1.4%; Arts 2.8%; Agriculture & Food 1.7%; Medicine 8.2%;
Finance 6.7%; Government 8.1%; Architecture & Construction 3.7%; Education 13.1%; Hospitality & Tourism 3.8%;
Business and Administration 4.7%; and Information Technology (IT) 9.2%; Manufacturing 4.6%; Retail 6.7%; Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 6.7%; Social Sciences 2%; Transportation and Logistics 3.1%.

7Specifically, the Jaccard Index measures the intersection of the schema elicitation task responses from participant i
and j, divided by the union of the schema elicitation task responses from participant i and j. In this sense, the Jaccard
Index measures the overlap of participants’ semantic associations, while normalizing this overlap by controlling for
the overall number of unique word selections made by both participants.
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schema elicitation task responses overlapped significantly with those of the main study participant,

whereas in the latent cognitive dissimilarity condition it selected an argument from one whose

responses had little overlap.

Participants in the obscured condition only saw the opposing argument with no information

provided about the source of the argument, while those in the observable condition were shown a

number (i.e., the Jaccard Index) representing the degree of overlap between their responses to the

schema elicitation task and those of the person whose opposing argument they were viewing. To

provide some context for this number, they were told that the number was either above or below

the mean level of overlap (i.e., the mean overlap between the focal participant and all participants

in the Reference Sample).

Figure 3 provides an overview of the conditions and procedure we used in this study.8

[Figure 3 about here.]

As Figure 4 indicates, our randomization procedure was successful: The cognitive distance

between a main study participant and the Reference Sample participant whose argument they were

exposed to is strongly predicted by experimental condition.

[Figure 4 about here.]

After viewing the opposing argument, participants were shown the SJT a second time and

were given the opportunity to revisit their decision about it. Consistent with our pre-registration,

we focused on two dependent variables. The first is whether a participant changed her mind about

the binary choice associated with an SJT. We classified a change in mind as movement across the

midpoint of the 100-point slider scale, which ranged from -50 (the strongest possible position in

favor of Option 1) to 50 (the strongest possible position in favor of Option 2), between the first

and second time a person was presented with the SJT. For example, a participant was coded as

having changed her mind if her initial response was -12 (i.e., slightly in favor of Option 1) and her

8The following link provides access to our survey instrument: bit.ly/social-influence-study. To preserve anonymity,
the page for eliciting informed consent has been removed.
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subsequent response was 9 (i.e., slightly in favor of Option 2). The second dependent variable is the

degree to which a person’s response shifted in the direction of the opposing view—whether or not

they made a categorical shift in their opinion. By this measure, a person who shifted from -40 to

-10 (i.e., moving from strong to lukewarm support for Option 1) would be assessed as being more

strongly influenced than someone who shifted from -40 to -38 (i.e., moving only slightly toward the

opposing view) or from -40 to -43 (i.e., moving further away from the opposing view).

Supplemental Mechanism Study

Our theory posits that the mechanism through which cognitive differences produce social influence

is argument novelty. To test this idea and to establish that our findings are not an artifact of

our choice of SJT, we conducted a pre-registered supplemental study using a different sample of

self-identified organizational leaders from Prolific (N=200).9 The study sample and procedure are

reported in Appendix C.

RESULTS

Before reporting our main results, we note that there was no significant difference in the initial

decisions made by participants—that is, before exposure to an opposing argument—across all con-

ditions (Kruskal-Wallis H Test, p = 0.89, χ2 = 0.63; see Figure A1 in Appendix A for details).

Moreover, as reported in Appendix B, each argument was equally likely to appear across all condi-

tions, suggesting that the randomization algorithm worked in the way we intended it to.

In support of Hypothesis 1, we find the expected difference between the two conditions in the

likelihood of opposing arguments changing participants’ minds: 21% of managers in the obscured

latent cognitive similarity condition changed their decision, whereas 31% of managers in the ob-

scured latent cognitive dissimilarity condition did so. This difference is statistically significant (p =

0.01, Two-sample Proportion Test). The initial choice made by managers had no significant effect

on their likelihood of changing decision: In the latent cognitive similarity / obscured condition, 22%

9A blinded version of the preregistration can be found at: https://osf.io/8mc59/?viewonly =
9376fe02456a4bc39b1605aaa5b4f653.
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of participants who initially provided option 1 changed their decision and 21% of participants who

initially provided option 2 changed their decision (p = 1, Two-sample Proportion Test); likewise, in

the latent cognitive dissimilarity / obscured condition, 35.5% of participants who initially provided

option 1 changed their decision and 27% of participants who initially provided option 2 changed

their decision (p = 0.19, Two-sample Proportion Test).

Table 2 reports results of a logistic regression based on data from the two conditions in

which latent cognition was obscured. To account for potential differences in the strength or quality

of arguments to which participants were exposed, the model includes argument fixed effects. This

model estimates that participants in the obscured latent cognitive dissimilarity condition were 2.52

times (p < 0.001) more likely to change their recommended decision relative to those in the latent

cognitive similarity condition.

[Table 2 about here.]

Table 3 tests Hypothesis 1 using our second dependent variable: the magnitude of opinion

change in the direction of the opposing argument—whether or not a person made a categorical

change in their decision. Table 3 reports the results of an OLS regression with argument fixed effects,

which again focuses on participants in the two conditions where latent cognition was obscured. In

further support of Hypothesis 1, the results indicate that participants in these conditions who

were exposed to cognitively dissimilar arguments made larger adjustments to their initial views in

the direction of the opposing argument relative to those who were exposed to cognitively similar

arguments. This difference was significant (β = 6.72, p = 0.01).

[Table 3 about here.]

Turning to Hypothesis 2, compared to participants in the condition in which latent cognition

was obscured, those in the condition in which latent cognition was observable were not more likely

to change their decision when exposed to an opposing argument from a dissimilar rather than a

similar other. In fact, we observe the opposite trend: 32% of participants in the observable latent
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cognitive similarity condition changed their decision, whereas 24% of managers in the observable

latent cognitive dissimilarity condition did so—a difference that is marginally significant (p < 0.07,

Two-sample Proportion Test) and in the opposite direction as when latent cognition is obscured.

Table 4 reports results of a logistic regression that more formally tests Hypothesis 2 using the

full sample from the main study. The model includes indicator variables indicating whether latent

cognition was dissimilar (rather than similar) and whether it was observable (rather than obscured).

Hypothesis 2 is tested using the interaction of the two indicator variables. Again including argument

fixed effects, we find strong evidence in support of Hypothesis 2: When cognitive dissimilarity is

observable, opposing arguments are significantly less likely to change participants’ decisions, as

compared to when cognitive dissimilarity is obscured (p < 0.01, OR=0.37, β=-0.98, SE=0.29).

[Table 4 about here.]

Table 5 tests Hypothesis 2 using our second dependent variable of the magnitude of opinion

change in the direction of the opposing argument. It reports the results of two OLS regressions

that include argument fixed effects. The negative and significant interaction term in Model 1

demonstrates that Hypothesis 2 holds even when we consider the continuous measure of social

influence rather than the binary one. Model 2 shows that this result is robust to controlling for the

strength of a participant’s initial stance on the issue (i.e., the first numerical response to the SJT).

[Table 5 about here.]

In Appendix C, we describe the results of the supplemental study described above (N=200)

that lends support for the theorized mechanism underpinning the relationship between cognitive

dissimilarity and social influence: argument novelty. As reported in Figure C2 and Table C1 in Ap-

pendix C, we find that perceived argument novelty mediates the effect of cognitive dissimilarity on

social influence. Not only were arguments generated by cognitively dissimilar individuals perceived

as more novel, but they were also positively associated with participants’ self-reported willingness

to change their mind. This result holds across two distinct SJTs.
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DISCUSSION

The goals of this article have been to: (1) examine how the degree of cognitive alignment or misalign-

ment between individuals relates to their ability to influence one another; (2) uncover the contexts

in which such influence is more or less likely to occur; and (3) investigate the mechanisms through

which cognitive dissimilarity can sometimes yield social influence. We recruited 1,200 self-identified

organizational leaders from an online platform to participate in two pre-registered studies. The re-

sults of our main experimental study (N=1,000) demonstrate that obscured cognitive differences

promote social influence: Absent cues about social identity, other forms of categorical membership,

and latent cognition, participants exposed to the ideas of opposing others with dissimilar latent

cognition were more likely to change their minds about a decision than were participants exposed

to the ideas of opposing others with similar latent cognition. Our main study also shows how

the observability of latent cognition can nullify the influence edge of cognitive differences: Mere

knowledge of the fact that a given argument was generated by someone who is cognitively similar or

dissimilar led to no significant differences in social influence between the similarity and dissimilarity

conditions. Our supplemental study (N=200) highlights a core mechanism through which latent

cognitive differences lead to social influence—exposure to novel insights. The findings from these

studies contribute to research on social influence, collective intelligence, and cognitive diversity in

groups.

Contributions

Social Influence

Social influence research typically examines the consequences of being exposed to an actor or set of

ideas relative to the state of not being “treated” (Salganik, Dodds, and Watts 2006; Liu, King, and

Bearman 2010; Centola 2021). In contrast, all participants in our studies were confronted with the

ideas of people who disagreed with them on a substantive issue. Yet these exposure events varied

considerably in their efficacy. Our results therefore emphasize the importance of understanding
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not just whether exposure occurred but also its potential potency—based on the latent cognitive

differences between the influence source and target—and its context—whether those differences are

observable.

Indeed, insights from this study can help reconcile some of the conflicting findings in prior

work that has examined the conditions under which people are influenced to change their minds

after being exposed to opposing points of view. For example, two of the studies reviewed above

report that such exposure led to greater subsequent polarization of views (Wojcieszak 2011; Liu

and Srivastava 2015). In both contexts, the interactions between individuals occurred face-to-

face, thereby exposing individuals to identity-related information about one another and perhaps

also enabling them to draw inferences about their latent cognitive similarities and differences. In

contrast, in the study by Guilbeault and colleagues (2018), people were apt to be influenced by their

peers and thus improved the accuracy of their forecasts in the experimental condition in which they

had no knowledge about the identity or latent cognition of the information source. The study by

Balietti and colleagues (2021) represents an intermediate case in which participants were exposed

to an opposing viewpoint but also given information not relevant to the policy choice about their

degree of similarity with the argument source. In other words, they were given superfluous identity-

relevant information but not told anything about their similarity or dissimilarity to the argument

source on latent cognitive dimensions relevant to the policy choice. The fact that such exposure led

to a decrease in polarization suggests that access to information about incidental forms of similarity

may still have allowed latent cognitive differences that were relevant for the focal issue to remain

obscured and thus to fuel social influence. Future work in this vein would benefit from assessing

the extent to which a given research design directly or indirectly exposes participants to the latent

cognition of the argument source.

More generally, this study has implications for network models of social influence (Marsden

and Friedkin 1993; Friedkin 2006; Becker, Brackbill, and Centola 2017). Such models typically

involve the specification of a weight matrix, the elements of which represent the influence pattern

in the network. The construction of this weight matrix typically involves choices such as the

degree to which an actor’s attributes shape the degree of influence from others, the mechanism
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of social influence (e.g., communication or social comparison), which alters exert influence on an

actor and which do not, and the magnitude of influence exerted by others (Leenders 2002). Our

findings suggest that latent cognitive differences may prove to be a powerful predictor of influence

magnitude—so long as they are not observable by the influence target.

Finally, we make an empirical contribution to social influence research by introducing a

novel experimental paradigm that can be readily adapted to understanding how cognitive diversity

relates to social learning on just about any issue of interest. To do so, researchers must simply

identify the schemas that are most salient for a given issue, reconfigure the schema elicitation task

by choosing a different set of potentially associated concepts, measure cognitive distances between

people, expose people to the arguments of opposing others who vary in cognitive similarity, and

manipulate the context of this exposure. We see potential in this paradigm’s ability to reveal the

conditions under which people are most likely to moderate their stance on other polarized topics—

such as as climate change, policing reform, and vaccine mandates—that are more emotionally

charged than hypothetical scenarios of the kind we used in this study.

Collective Intelligence

Collective intelligence research has focused on the consequences of cognitive differences for forecast

accuracy (Surowiecki 2005; Becker, Brackbill, and Centola 2017)—for example, predictions about

future stock prices (Chen, De, Hu, and Hwang 2014) or the likelihood of climate catastrophe

(Aminpour, Gray, Jetter, Introne, Singer, and Arlinghaus 2020; Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola

2018). Although these studies aim to understand how accurate predictions ultimately translate into

more effective decisions (Surowiecki 2005; Matzler, Strobl, and Bailom 2016; Page 2019), accuracy

does not automatically beget higher quality decisions (Becker and Smith 2021; Frey and van de

Rijt 2021). Findings from the present study demonstrate the link between cognitive differences and

potentially better decisions that arise when people engage with and learn from opposing others.

Collective intelligence research has also highlighted a variety of ways in which identity-based

homophily can blunt social learning—for example, when political identities are publicly displayed
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(Mäs, Flache, and Kitts 2014; Bail, Argyle, Brown, Bumpus, Chen, Hunzaker, Lee, Mann, Merhout,

and Volfovsky 2018; Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 2018; Guilbeault and Centola 2020). We

add to this understanding by identifying a novel mechanism—mere knowledge of latent cognitive

similarities and differences—that can account for why people may fail to learn from one another

even when information about social identities is unavailable. It remains to be explored the specific

cues people use to infer the presence of latent cognitive similarities and differences in the absence

of overt identity indicators or through what means such signals can be dampened.

More generally, our results lend support for the view that one of the reasons people reject

the ideas of people with different identities is that they associate incongruous identities with fun-

damentally different ways of seeing the world. In the context of U.S. politics, for example, the

reasons that liberals and conservatives dismiss each other’s ideas may go beyond the simple me-

chanics of identity signaling; rather, it may involve deeply rooted assumptions about how each side

construes substantive issues. We suspect that identities may simply represent a cognitive shortcut

for understanding others’ schematic associations and how they relate to one’s own.

Cognitive Diversity in Groups

This study also adds to a growing literature that has identified distinct facets of cognitive diversity

in groups and new ways of measuring it—ranging from mental models (Carley and Palmquist 1992)

to cognitive styles (Aggarwal and Woolley 2019) to schemas of poverty (Hunzaker and Valentino

2019) to linguistic categories (Guilbeault, Baronchelli, and Centola 2021). Although our approach

in this study focused on cognitive differences at the dyadic level, it can be readily extended to

measure cognitive diversity in larger social groups. Doing so would open up the possibility of using

schema-based measures as a means to constructing groups that are well-suited to a given set of tasks.

For example, rather than simply assembling groups randomly to support social learning (Hong and

Page 2004), it may prove more effective to assemble groups of problem solvers on the basis of latent

cognitive dissimilarity—without making them aware that this is the basis of assignment.

Similarly, Lix and colleagues (2022) demonstrate that groups that have a capacity to mod-
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ulate their levels of discursive diversity—that is, the degree to which group members express their

ideas in semantically divergent ways—achieve success by matching their levels of discursive diver-

sity to changing task requirements. Yet it remains unclear how one would assemble a group that

possesses this capability. Findings from the present study suggest a possible approach: identify-

ing the schemas that are most relevant for a group’s task requirements, measuring those schemas

across a set of prospective group members, and then selecting a subset of individuals such that their

schemas are mostly convergent on some concepts and mostly divergent on others. We conjecture

that groups with a balanced portfolio of relevant schemas on which they are aligned and not aligned

might be especially effective at navigating the competing pressures of ideation and coordination.

Our findings also challenge some prevailing assumptions in the literature on group cognitive

diversity and performance. For example, perspective taking—that is, seeking to understand in

a non-judgmental way others’ viewpoints and the underlying rationale behind their stances—is

widely viewed as a mechanism that can support mutual learning and creative production in groups

(Grant and Berry 2011; Hoever, Van Knippenberg, Van Ginkel, and Barkema 2012). Yet, insofar as

perspective taking leads people to focus on the latent cognitive similarities and differences that exist

between themselves and others, our results suggest that it could also undermine social influence by

activating a subtle similarity-attraction mechanism.

Our study also underscores that simply assembling a diverse collection of individuals into a

group may be insufficient for realizing the benefits of diversity. Attending to the process by which

people understand and engage with their differences may be key to unlocking the value of group

cognitive diversity. For example, a management team that is debating whether to merge with a

competitor or an academic department that is deciding between two finalists for a faculty position

may benefit from having individuals first write out their stance and supporting arguments and then

read anonymized versions of everyone else’s views. Even if such a decision process did not lead to

consensus, it might yield greater mutual understanding.

In general, group contexts vary in the degree to which members are naturally aware of the

latent cognitive similarities and differences that exist between them. When social identities are
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salient, for example, people are likely to make strong assumptions about their degree of cognitive

overlap with others. Yet when social identities are either not salient or not strongly institutional-

ized, people may be more open to learning from one another when they engage in more superficial

or transactional interactions with others that minimize their chances of becoming aware of others’

different ways of thinking. We leave to future research the task of identifying the kinds of inter-

actions that lead people to draw inferences about others’ cognition and the conditions that shape

the accuracy of these perceptions.

Limitations and Future Research

This study has certain limitations, which point to avenues for future research. First, although a

virtue of our experimental paradigm is that it allows us to isolate the effects of obscured versus

observable cognitive differences on social influence independent of the potentially confounding roles

of social identity and other forms of categorical membership, this “clean” design comes at the cost

of reduced external validity. For example, in most real-world settings, latent cognitive differences

are only partially obscured. It remains to be explored how cognitive diversity relates to social

learning in hybrid contexts in which some facets of latent cognitive difference are observable, while

other dimensions are not.

Second, our study focused on social influence that arises from exposure to people holding

opposing views. Yet people are also capable of being influenced by others who agree with them

about a polarizing issue—for example, by considering new arguments that lead them to commit

more strongly to their viewpoint or by seeing discordant arguments that lead them to soften their

stance. We speculate that such shifts in the strength of one’s views are more likely to occur when

a person is exposed to the ideas of people who share the same viewpoint and who are cognitively

dissimilar rather than cognitively similar. We leave the testing of this hypothesis to future work.

Finally, although it was relatively easy in our study to identify a schema (i.e., about leaders)

that was salient to the substantive issue of interest (i.e., leadership decision-making scenarios), we

recognize that contentious issues vary in the degree to which they activate a single schema versus
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multiple schemas. For issues such as our motivating example of new venture growth strategies,

multiple schemas such as those related to “cooperation,” “control,” and “risk” may be activated

simultaneously. To account for this possibility, future research can adapt our experimental paradigm

by identifying a broader set of salient schemas that matter for a given issue, configuring and

implementing multiple schema elicitation tasks to assess these different schemas, and computing

distances across all relevant schemas. Doing so would not only yield more robust measures of

cognitive similarity or dissimilarity but would also allow researchers to examine how variance in

cognitive diversity across different schemas might matter for social influence.

Conclusion

In his 1998 Nobel Peace Prize lecture10, John Hume, one of the primary architects of the North-

ern Ireland peace process, remarked: “All conflict is about difference....Difference is the essence of

humanity....The answer to difference is to respect it.” Our study echoes Hume’s sentiment: So-

cial influence between opposing others does arise from engagement with ideas of others who are

cognitively different. Yet, perhaps ironically, the way to respect differences in the course of easing

conflicts might be to not call too much attention to them.

10https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1998/hume/lecture/
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Figure 1: A stylized representation of the distinction between latent and expressed cognition. The
left thought bubble highlights latent cognition in the form of one’s schematic associations about
focal concepts (here “risk,” “control,” and “cooperation,”) that pertain to a substantive issue such
as whether to pursue organic growth or growth through a joint venture. The right thought bubble
shows expressed cognition in the form of one’s stated stance on the issue and the ways in which
one frames supporting arguments that are expressed to others. One’s stance, supporting rationale,
and the framing of arguments are all informed by one’s schematic associations.
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Figure 2: A stylized representation of the two empirical conditions of interest: Panel A, which
depicts social influence between disagreeing peers who have similar schemas of “risk,” “control,”
and “cooperation;” and Panel B, which depicts social influence between disagreeing peers who have
dissimilar schemas of “risk,” “control,” and “cooperation.”
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Figure 3: Overview of the main study procedure.
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Figure 4: The distribution of cognitive distance between a main study participant and the Refer-
ence Sample participant who produced the argument that was presented to that participant. The
distribution in white corresponds to the latent cognitive similarity conditions, whereas the one in
grey corresponds to the latent cognitive dissimilarity conditions. (The observed versus observable
conditions are collapsed.)
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Table 1: Schema Elicitation Task: Words Used to Assess Leadership Schemas

Social perception
category

(Fiske et al., 2006)

Selected associated concepts Set Valence

Good-intellectual;
Good-social

Important, Reliable, Cautious, Practical,
Scientific, Serious, Artistic, Reserved

Positive Set

Bad-intellectual;
Bad-social

Foolish, Impulsive, Superficial, Dishonest,
Irresponsible, Boring, Vain, Wasteful

Negative Set

Good-intellectual;
Bad-social

Stern, Cold, Moody, Shrewd, Critical,
Dominating, Humorless, Persistent

Mixed Set 1

Bad-intellectual;
Good-social

Modest, Tolerant, Helpful, Sentimental,
Warm, Sociable, Happy, Humorous

Mixed Set 2

Neutral
Hands-on, Hands-off, Question, Reward,
Careful, Responsible, Manage, Adequate

Neutral Set 1

Neutral
Delegate, Discipline, Monitor, Network,
Social, Control, Recognizable, Influence

Neutral Set 2
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Note: A logistic regression predicting whether participants in the conditions in which latent cog-
nition was obscured changed their mind about the SJT depending on whether they were exposed
to an argument from a cognitively dissimilar versus similar individual from the Reference sample.
The model includes argument fixed effects.
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Note. An OLS regression predicting the extent to which participants in the conditions where latent
cognition was obscured updated their stance in the direction of the opposing view depending on
whether they were exposed to an argument from a cognitively dissimilar versus similar individual
from the Reference Sample. The model includes argument fixed effects..
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Note: A logistic regression predicting whether participants changed their mind about the SJT by
experimental condition. The model includes argument fixed effects.
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Note. An OLS model predicting the extent to which participants updated their stance toward the
opposing view by experiment condition. Argument fixed effects are included. Model 1 does not
control for the strength of participants’ initial stance, while Model 2 includes this control.
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Appendix A: Selecting The Situational Judgment Test

Procedure

To identify topics on which participants would disagree, we considered a range of existing situational

judgment tests (SJTs)—vignettes of managerial dilemmas that have been shown to elicit a variety

of interpretations about how one should act (Peus, Braun, and Frey 2013; McDaniel and Whetzel

2005). Most SJTs are associated with many categorical choices, which complicates the process of

identifying opposing views given that some choices may be complementary or orthogonal rather

than in direct opposition to one another. To address this issue, we pretested responses to a range

of SJTs with self-identified organizational leaders on the Prolific platform. From this broader set,

we identified an SJT (described in greater detail below) that elicited two dominant and largely

opposing choices from participants (McDaniel and Whetzel 2005; Peus, Braun, and Frey 2013).

We then adapted this SJT to give participants a binary choice between the two most popular

choices that emerged in our pretesting. In addition, rather than simply presenting participants

with a categorical choice, we instead presented them with a slider scale representing how strongly

they favored a given choice. Moving the slider to the far left indicated strong support for one

choice, while moving it to the right right indicated strong support for the other. Moving the slider

to the middle indicated ambivalence between the two. The scale ranged from -50 (the strongest

possible position in favor of Option 1) to 50 (the strongest possible position in favor of Option 2).

Next, we pretested this modified version of the SJT with a separate Prolific sample. Our modified

design was successful in eliciting polarized responses among participants from our pretest, as well

as participants from our main study (see Figure A1).
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Figure A1. The baseline distribution of responses the selected SJT across the latent cognitive
similarity and latent cognitive dissimilarity conditions. Data includes responses from both the
latent cognition obscured and the latent cognition observable conditions.

Figure A1 further illustrates that our randomization procedure worked as intended. There

was no significant difference in the initial decisions made by participants in the latent cognitive

similarity versus latent cognitive dissimilarity conditions when latent cognition was obscured (p

= 0.89, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test); likewise, there was no significant difference in the initial de-

cisions made by participants in the latent cognitive similarity versus latent cognitive dissimilarity

conditions when latent cognition was observable (p = 0.50, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test). Further-

more, there was no significant difference in the initial decisions made by participants in the latent

cognition observable versus latent cognition obscured condition when participants were assigned

to the latent cognitive similarity condition (p = 0.58, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test), nor was there a

significant difference in the initial decisions made by participants in the latent cognition observable

versus latent cognition obscured conditions when participants were assigned to the latent cognitive

dissimilarity condition (p = 0.99, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test). These analyses indicate that any

differences in the outcomes across conditions are unlikely to be driven by chance differences in the

initial distribution of participants’ responses to the SJT across conditions.
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Importantly, because our selected SJT reliably produced a bimodal distribution of responses,

we could readily match participants in a given study with arguments developed by participants from

our Reference Sample who made the opposite choice about the same SJT, allowing us to see if this

exposure led focal participants to update their choice when given an opportunity to revisit the SJT.

We describe the SJT in greater detail below.

The Selected Situational Judgment Test

Participants were presented with the following vignette: “A member of your department has been

employed for three years, but his original project expired after two years. Thus, as the team leader,

you assigned him to a new job. However, in the last months you noticed that the employee regularly

shows up in the office quite late and does not work longer than absolutely necessary. In his current

project, the employee achieves very little progress.

As the team leader, what would you do in this situation?

To indicate your choice, move the slider toward the option you prefer. Indicate the strength

of your preference by moving the slider closer to the option you prefer. The closer you move the

slider to -50, the more you prefer Option 1. The closer you move the slider to 50, the more you

prefer Option 2. You must indicate a preference to proceed.”

Choices:

Option 1. Ask the employee in a personal conversation why he only makes little progress in his

project at present and offer to support him with the further project design by providing specific

feedback.

Option 2. Point out to the employee how important his full commitment is to you. Openly

communicate your criticism of the employee’s current work ethics, but emphasize that you highly

valued his performance on former projects.
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Examples of Opposing Arguments Used in Main Study

Table A1 includes examples of the arguments used as social stimuli in our studies. Table A1 shows

two arguments in support of each of the decision options for the SJT.

Table A1. A sample of the arguments for each decision option for the SJT to which participants
were exposed.

Appendix B: Validation of Argument Randomization

Our randomization algorithm was designed to ensure that each argument was equally likely to

appear in the cognitively similar or dissimilar condition for each SJT. To achieve this design, we

used the schema elicitation task data associated with participants from our Reference Sample and
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simulated the probability of each argument being shown across each condition. We found that

if our algorithm was designed to randomly select one of the top two most similar arguments in

the latent cognitive similarity condition or one of the top two most dissimilar arguments in the

latent cognitive dissimilarity condition, then each argument would be approximately equally likely

to appear in each condition. Here we confirm that this randomization design succeeded. For each

argument, we measured the fraction of participants in each condition who were exposed to it. We

then used paired statistical comparisons to compare the probability of an argument appearing in

one condition versus the other. We find that there was no significant difference in the probability

of an argument appearing in the latent cognitive similarity versus latent cognitive dissimilarity

condition when latent cognition was obscured (p = 0.93, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test). Similarly,

there was no significant difference in the probability of an argument appearing in the latent cognitive

similarity and latent cognitive dissimilarity condition when latent cognition was observable (p =

0.93, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test).

Appendix C: Supplemental Study to Test Mechanisms

Supplemental Study: Sample and Procedure

The goal of this supplemental study was to test whether our proposed mechanism—argument

novelty—mediates the relationship between cognitive dissimilarity and social influence. We tested

this pre-registered hypothesis using a different sample than used in our main study to avoid potential

confounds that could have been introduced by using the same sample. For example, if we had asked

participants in our main study to rate opposing arguments after already having made the decision

to change their mind, it might have induced them to rate the argument more favorably than they

would have on their own. Similarly, if we had asked our main study participants to rate opposing

arguments before determining whether to change their mind, their choice to stick to their original

position or deviate from it might have been influenced by the desire to be internally consistent.

The sample included unique set of 200 self-identified organizational leaders from Prolific.

They had the following demographic profile: their mean age was 29.8 (σ = 9.8) years. 39.8%
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identified as Female. 5.3% identified as Black or African American; 4.0% as Multiracial; 3.2% as

Asian; 14.5% as Hispanic/Latino; and 63.7% as White (with the remaining responding that they

“prefer not to say”).11

The procedure for this supplemental study followed the design of our main study but with

three notable exceptions: (1) rather than giving participants a chance to update their decision

about a given SJT, we instead exposed participants to all of the opposing arguments and asked

participants to rate each argument on how novel, interesting, informative, convincing, logical,

and emotional they found it (using a 5-point Likert scale); (2) after evaluating the arguments,

participants were asked how likely they would be to change their decision (without actually being

given the opportunity to do so); and (3) to establish the robustness of our mechanism, we also

included a second SJT that had been pre-tested and validated in the same manner as the SJT used

in our main study. With respect to (1), argument features were selected based on the validated set

of features and Likert measures outlined in Zhao et al.’s (2011) review paper, which summarizes

prior methods for how to assess argument strength. The arguments were presented one-by-one and

in random order. Figure C1 provides a schematic representation of this study design.

Figure C1. Schematic overview of the procedure for the supplemental mechanism study.

1117.7% listed their highest level of education as High School Diploma (or lower); 10.4% as some College; 47.5%
as Bachelor’s Degree; 9.6% as Master’s Degree; and 14.5% as MD or PhD. The participants reported the following
number of years at work: less than 1 year 4.8%; 1-5 years 45%; 5-10 years 27.7%; 10-15 years 10.4%; 15-20 years
5.6%; and 20+ years 6.5%. Their sectors of employment were as follows: Legal 3.4%; Arts 3.8%; Agriculture &
Food 4.2%; Medicine 5.4%; Finance 7.9%; Government 6.4%; Architecture & Construction 8.6%; Education 6.6%;
Hospitality & Tourism 8.6%; Business and Administration 8.5%; and Information Technology (IT) 21.3%. The
remaining participants did not specify an industry sector.
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Supplemental Study: Results

Consistent with expectations, we find that the relationship between cognitive similarity and per-

ceived novelty is negative and significant (p < 0.001, r = -0.05). We also find that cognitive

similarity is significantly and negatively associated with participants’ self-reported willingness to

change their mind (p < 0.001, r = -0.07), lending further support for Hypothesis 1. Finally, as

anticipated, we show a strong positive relationship between perceived argument novelty and a

participant’s self-reported willingness to change her recommended decision (p < 0.001, r = 0.35).

To formally test our proposed novelty mechanism, we conducted a mediation analysis. Fig-

ure C2 depicts these results. While cognitive dissimilarity to an argument’s source is positively

and significantly related to participants’ assessments of whether they would change their decision,

its predictive power is significantly decreased when including the mediator of perceived argument

novelty. Argument novelty is significantly and positively related to cognitive similarity and sig-

nificantly and positively related to participants’ assessments of whether they would change their

decision (Sobel test; p < 0.05). A structural equation model, shown in Figure C2, finds a signifi-

cant indirect effect of cognitive dissimilarity on a participant’s self-reported willingness to change

decision via the mediator of perceived argument novelty. The bootstrapped unstandardized indi-

rect effect (aggregated across 1000 bootstrapped samples) was statistically significant at .11 (p <

0.001). The proportion of the effect mediated (0.24) was statistically significant (p < 0.001). Thus,

we find support for our proposed mechanism of argument novelty.
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Figure C2. This analysis tests whether the novelty rating of an argument mediates the effect of
latent cognitive dissimilarity on social influence. Model includes fixed effects for argument and
SJT.

Table C1 shows that these results are robust to controlling for other argument rating dimen-

sions, as well as argument and SJT fixed effects, and with standard errors clustered by participant.

(Recall that this supplemental study included assessments of opposing arguments for two different

SJTs and that a given participant rated all opposing arguments for each SJT.) Specifically, the

degree of cognitive similarity between the focal participant and the author of the argument con-

tinued to significantly and negatively predict willingness to change opinion (β = -0.28, SE=0.11,

p < 0.001). Furthermore, Table C1 shows that argument novelty continues to significantly predict

a greater willingness of participants to change their opinion, controlling for a range of argument

features, as well as the cognitive similarity between the focal participant and the author of the

argument (β = 0.14, SE=0.04, p < 0.001). It is worth noting that ratings of how convincing and

informative an argument was perceived to be were also significantly predictive of opinion change.

This finding aligns with prior work, which shows that the ratings of positive attributes of arguments

tend to be correlated (Zhao, Strasser, Cappella, Lerman, and Fishbein 2011).
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Note: An OLS regression predicting the extent to which participants reported a willingness to
change their decision as a function of argument features, while controlling for argument and SJT
fixed effects and clustering standard errors at the participant level.
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